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o The response to dissatisfaction with the way that qualitative research was
being taught in America conventional qualitative research =stagnant and
stuck in positivist notions
o St Pierre is attributed with the term post qualitative she's poststructuralist
some of the debates took place in key journals I think one about cultural
studies is mentioned
o Qualitative research now is a bit of an impoverished view of human
experience it cannot take into account principle such as ‘becoming’.
o It can't really cope with me movement and change of thought

o if taken seriously post qualitative research could perhaps totally reshape
research and ontology it's definitely about ontology rather than
epistemology
o some influences include :
o posthumanism
o new materialism /feminist new materialism
o And science and technology studies and that's where Latour fits in with actor
network theory in this view - networks are more than human participants
o you also have the affect which Masumi
o Deleuze and that's what Maggie’s work is infromed by
o Post Quals also informed by speculative empiricism
o Alfred North Whitehead
o indigenous methodology also informs
Problems with Conventional Approaches to Quals
o Problem 1= Conventional qualitative research has problems it's too
much of a focus on humanism
o

The idea that humans are sovereign subjects who bestow meaning an
existence through rationality and consciousness

o Problem 2 = The other problem is within language is too much of a focus in
qualitative research or at least in conventional approaches some have been
quite critical of language Barod quote below:

Language separates us from materiality
Language keeps us at arm’s length from materiality

Discourse - we need to capture meaning beyond discourse alone Barad takes it
away from discursive man alone

o We need an expanding notion of theory in consciousness and agency and
intentionality away from discursive man with man’s rationality and reason

Problem 2 = humanism as a problem
human prerogative privilege= the central man stands above the world looking
down upon it when humans are central we confer meaning upon it through:
consciousness
intentionality
reason
moral judgement
and language

Post qualitative research can be called the ‘ontological turn’
it's about what can be known what can ‘become’

Binaries:

Language provides us with binaries and representation
language //reality
culture //nature
words //things
man// non human
This and That:

These binaries and others divide, and these are what underpinned conventional
qualitative research
one always out pits the other.

this converts x into y.
this can be explained by that this is an underlying cause of that what we see
versus what can be more deeply known these rhetorical gestures I'm pretty deeply
entrenched hard to unthink

Crude summary 6 tenets of post quals

The offences of coding
o you don't have to stop coding just rethink it dilly's refers to ‘mad elements’
Taussig refers to ‘disconcentation’

o Wet and weird stuff the gut feelings the data that glows she gives an
example of Hannah the register and another offering a behaviour chart the

researchers chose to dwell in the problem rather than explain it what does it
connect with making connections drawing diagrams rather than trying to
explain it she used the Radiohead video Just (but the audio didn't work so
I'm not quite sure what that meant)
Refers to leaps making connections assemble; draw diagrams; take a leap -refers
to William James in speculative philosophy the art of dramatisation
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